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“Unfortunately power intoxicates, corrupts and destroys!”
Gen. Otávio Santana do Rêgo Barros – former Press Secretary of Bolsonaro’s Administration
An administration's rational direction must target its

exodus of Ministers and very important collaborators (for

campaign commitments. Nothing more logical and honest,

reasons of discontent or of “personal” nature). Symptoms

especially to those who voted believing in the promises

are evident, and the reasons for them abound, a flagrant

contained in the Government Plan and in public statements

misalignment and frustrations with the promises and

of their proposals. Deviations and minor route adjustments

expectations developed. It is not difficult to parse out

are acceptable, as long as they do not compromise the

causes and consequences, let alone the resulting wide

essence

of

one’s

range abandonment

purposes.

The

of

countless

fundamentals

that

parts of the process.

must prevail are trust,

key

For Bolsonaro

respect, responsibility

voters

and

and, above all, vested

goodwilled

authority, at the cost

Brazilians who want

of losing “legitimacy”

the country's growth

as an elected leader.

and

Obviously, the
development

development,

the justifications that

and

the

Executive

effective

“depends” on other

implementation of the

diverse powers and

promises, as a rule,

interests are all but

are

not

convincing.

by

The lack of

defined
deadlines

leadership

and

and/or

the

sequencing,

inability

to

but

navigate

in

are

premised on

this

their

environment

completion

stands out, a

by the end of the term. However, monitoring and collections

difficulty well known from the start - and he was elected on

must be carried out throughout the government, in order to

that premise. Brazilians of various political colors want an

assess

possible

unswerving commitment to the fairness of their leader’s

extension of the term (reelection) to bring those promises

attitudes towards his promises, without departing from

to fruition. Such harmony requires transparency and

purposes

impartiality,

processes that will procrastinate fundamental deliberations

their

coherence,

so

that

commitment

populist

and

and

opportunistic

contamination does not obscure the panorama and blind
the real interested parties.

and/or

creating

vacuous

decision-making

and advances, even if they damage his electoral capital.
It is true that power intoxicates, corrupts and

In this line of an unbiased analysis and with giving the

destroys, but that we already know and have experienced

administration the benefit of the doubt, given the remaining

recently. The hope is not to resurrect the past, and for that

deadline and changes in strategies, some forces play

to happen it is essential to correct the steering wheel... if

against the goals. The first and most striking of all is the

there is still time.
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The financial market in October continued to reflect

There is no doubt that economic recovery is the key

investors’ bad mood and escalated its deteriorating

to unlocking a good part of our traps, starting with jobs and

movement, reaching technically important and decisive

income creation. If the pandemic seems to give us a “truce”

levels towards new and greater corrections. Thus, the

(with or without a vaccine), there is an opportunity to control

Ibovespa slipped 0.69% this month, registering a cumulative

its dynamic and promote adjustments and signals for this

drop of 18.76% within the year. Yield curve movements

recovery, including budget and aid definitions for those

slowed down and continued to price the deteriorating

most in need in this transition. All of this needs to be

public finances, with even higher premiums for the longest

properly explained and factored in so that we can assess

maturities. DI1F21 ended the month still under pressure at

the short- and medium-term impacts, as well as the

1.96% (against September 1.98) and DI1F25 closed at 6.74%,

trajectory of our predicament.

with an additional rise of 0.32 points compared to last

Our projections, as shown in the table opposite, are

month. The slope is also accompanied by a significant

in line with those of the market and the main players. It

fluctuation for longer interest rates: 0.164 and 0.58 points for

seems quite clear not only the convergence of the

DI1F21 and DI1F25,

forecasts

respectively.

economic

Brazil

The

risk,

for
activity

as

this year and 2021,

measured by the 5-

but also the public

year

accounts

CDS,

contrast,

in

retreated

of

both

years. Although the

to 218 points, a 12%

numbers

are

change.

alarming

(primary

Disregarding

this

deficit)

and

movement, the final

disappointing (GDP),

dollar exchange rate

at least the variance

(Ptax)

of

ended

the

projections

has

month at BRL 5.77 - an additional devaluation of the Real,

toned down, which ascribes a greater likelihood to these

for the fourth consecutive month, of approximately 2.3%.

estimates. If this smaller dispersion of the projections is true

The Real remains among the worst performing currencies

and therefore the numbers are correct, the challenge is

in the world.

given. With the heterogeneity of impacts on the economic

Although the Covid-19 contagion and deaths curves

sectors, especially the service sector with greater spare

have a different and slower deceleration pace compared to

capacity compared to the others, one can expect more

what is observed in Europe, there does not seem to be, at

gradualism in economic recovery.

the moment, any indication of a likely new wave of virus

Monetary Policy continues with the purpose of

spread. This fact has allowed and fostered not only greater

providing

confidence in the population, but also the gradual opening

although at its last meeting, COPOM warned, more clearly,

of various activities in all states of Brazil. As a result, leading

of the impacts of the fiscal on its policy. It is clear to us and

indicators do point to a recovery in the economy, although

to the Central Bank that recent rising inflation reflects

this recovery is far from being homogeneous across

momentary and temporary pressure, with no major

sectors. This is good news, but the continuity of the

concerns in the short term. However, respecting the

movement

the

Expenditure Cap, advances in reforms and the positive

confrontation of which involves, above all, overcoming

evolution in the treatment of public finances will drive the

political hurdles, whether due to the ability to deal with

maintenance of Selic at historical lows, forward guidance,

powers or even dropping a populist agenda.

and its expectations regarding the relevant time horizon of

faces

several

obstacles

ahead,

space

for

better

economic

performance,
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policy. If there is unpredictability in the general balance of

The delay and/or failure to follow this line will necessarily

risks, BACEN should proceed with caution and mince its

promote major repricing, especially with respect to

words well, so that the use of its main tool, communication,

Government bonds, which should be rolled over. In this

is used with maximum potency. In the exchange rate policy

specific case, with some room for reflections and spillovers

front, BACEN registered a negative flow until October of

to other investment segments, a debt rollover of BRL 650

USD 20 billion, an outcome directly linked to the USD

billion is expected in the Q1 2021. It does not seem

outflow by investors, as a flight to safety - this, a “natural”

reasonable to admit greater reductions in debt duration, as

movement which was verified in several parts of the world.

we have had in the past, because before (1980) the Gross

However, the monetary authority also registered, on

Debt/GDP was 35%, but now we are close to 100% - this

account of its operations, another negative result (following

makes a huge difference in risk perceptions and premium

that of September) with losses of USD 7 billion with foreign

setting. For better or for worse, investors should be aware

exchange

swap.

of this opportunity

In the cumulative

in

Federal

value within 2020,

Government

the swap-related

Bonds and other

loss amounts to

related ones, even

USD 74 billion ... it

though

is a high cost to

rebalancing

provide

portfolios may be

hedge

the

and

liquidity

carried

cushion

to

the

different purposes

market. The new

- timeframe and

exchange

risks.

rate

framework needs
to

evolve

out

of
for

Worldwide,

and,

the second wave

from there, we

of

can

move

Europe is a reality.

the

Several

of

lockdowns,

forward

in

convertibility

the Real in the international market.

Covid-19

in

although less restrictive and comprehensive, have already

In finance, markets are finally taking a mature look at

been announced by several countries to start in November.

our fiscal problem. The projected primary deficit of almost

There is no doubt that such measures will have different

BRL 900 billion and a Gross Debt/GDP close to 100% this

impacts on European economies, but also on other

year, puts us at a very bad starting point in 2021. Regarding

countries with which trade relations are maintained. The

other countries, we will start from a very different basis, first

ECB will certainly act with greater stimulus and QE, in line

because we were already in a difficult situation before the

with the FED. China remains, among the major economies,

pandemic, and secondly because we opted (albeit

the only one to show positive growth this year. Its

properly) to expand larger and irreversible expenditures.

maintenance and intensity, however, will depend on its

The tightening of financial conditions due to fiscal

business partners and the world as a whole. In the USA, all

uncertainty is definitely our current biggest highlight and

attention is focused on the results of the tight presidential

stress point to be properly tackled. The government

election. Our predictions were pro-Trump, but the data

urgently needs to go public with a clear statement and

indicates otherwise, it is possible that the final decision will

action plan to control the trajectory of our public finances.

be given by the Courts. To be seen.
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DISCLAIMER
This material has been prepared by Redwood Administração de Recursos LTDA. (Redwood) and is for
information purposes only and does not constitute a recommendation for investment, offer or solicitation of
an offer to acquire securities or any financial instrument. The information, opinions, estimates and projections
refer to the present date and may contain information about future events and these projections / estimates
are subject to risks and uncertainties related to factors that exceed our ability to control or estimate accurately,
such as market competitive environment, fluctuations of currency value and inflation, changes in regulatory
and governmental entities, as well as other aspects that may differ materially from those projected without
prior notice. The information herein contained is based on the best available information collected from public,
official or credible sources, which we believe to be reliable and of good faith. However, they have not been
independently verified and, neither express nor implied warrant is given as regards their accuracy. We are not
responsible for any omissions or errors, and even as we have taken all precautions to ensure that the
information contained herein is not false or misleading, Redwood is not responsible for its accuracy or
completeness. The opinions expressed solely reflect our opinions at the moment. We reserve the right at any
time to buy or sell such securities. These projections and estimates should not be construed as a guarantee of
future performance. Redwood undertakes no obligation to publish any revisions or update such projections
and estimates in light of events or circumstances that may occur after the date of this document. This material
is provided for the exclusive use of its recipients and its contents may not be reproduced, redistributed,
published or copied in any form, in whole or in part, without the express permission of Redwood.
©2020 Redwood Administração de Recursos LTDA. All rights reserved.
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